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They were taught they were white
Susan Charlton, interviewed by Alejandro Delgado Gómez

In Living Memory is an exhibition produced by State Records NSW
and co-curated by Susan Charlton and a cross-cultural exhibition
development team. It features images from series of black and white
photographs. These come from the official records of the NSW
Aborigines Welfare Board, and document its work and policies. The
exhibition includes photographs by Mervyn Bishop, as well as
photographs contributed by Aboriginal communities*.

Question: Where does the In Living Memory exhibition sit in
the context of current concern about the Stolen Generation in
Australia? I wonder how the exhibition was received by the
wider Australian community.

Answer: Whilst the exhibition did not set out to specifically
document the history of the Stolen Generations, it nevertheless does
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provide a contemplative space for visitors, where, in the presence of
the photographs, they can’t help but connect, perhaps for the very
first time, with the true meaning of this terrible, powerful term which
haunts our national history.

There are few Aboriginal families in New South Wales that have not
been affected by the experiences of the Stolen Generations. There is
a dreadful silence in many homes, where parents or grandparents,
uncles and aunts have never been able to speak of their past. The
exhibition seems to be a feeling space where those stories can be set
free and sadness, pride, anger and joy can be experienced all at the
one time.

The exhibition also attracts many non-Indigenous visitors, who are
seeking a way to make connection to Aboriginal people and to make
amends. The photographs of babes in arms and little children at the
Bomaderry Children’s Home have the greatest emotional impact,
where visitors experience the Stolen Generations as innocent flesh
and blood. There are many expressions of sorrow and apology in our
visitor’s book.

Recent government interventions in the lives of remote Aboriginal
communities in northern Australia only make the lessons of the
exhibition even more powerful, poignant and precious to our visitors.

Q.: I guess the process of planning and compiling the
exhibition was quite complex:
a) Photographic records were not contextualized and there
was

little

information

photographs
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b) Nevertheless,
permissions

featured
from

eldest

photographs
surviving

required

relatives

and

community representatives

A.: There were probably two coinciding experiences of creating the
exhibition: a sense that it was a huge overwhelming task full of
important

responsibilities;

coupled

with

the

actual

process

of

consulting with Elders, families and communities, whereby a path
forward would always open up for us to follow. The success of the
exhibition within the Indigenous community, and their sense of
ownership of it, is testament to the consultation that was undertaken
to create it.

Essential to this process was the early work undertaken by Kirsten
Thorpe, Archivist — Aboriginal Liaison at State Records, who made
links between the people in the photographs and the communities
they came from, when she began work at the archives eight years
ago. By travelling to communities and talking with families and Elders
she developed protocols for working with the photographs that
expressed the wishes of the community. Whilst they wanted the
photographs to be seen more widely, they sought culturally sensitive
settings. They did not want the photographs to go online, where the
personal, cultural and political context of the images might be
dissolved or exploited, and the emotional impact could not be
managed.

We built upon the relationships that Kirsten had established, and
incredibly, many of the communities she had met, were connected to
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some of the photographs that we were most drawn to and hoped to
include in the exhibition. We met the elderly children of the couples in
the wedding photos; the contemporary community connected to the
Pilliga mission images and the wider Moree community through the
relationships Kirsten had developed.

AWB photo: Wedding photo of Emma Downey & Billy Richardson New Angeldool, 1925
(reproduced with permission of Mervyn Bishop, Sydney; Rita Gibbs, Kelso; Marjorie R
Little, Sydney; and approval of NSW Department of Aboriginal Affairs)

We are aware that our work has only begun. The exhibition itself has
created new relationships and provided more information about
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people and places in the photographs, so that we hope to highlight
more families and communities over time.

Q.: In this sense, the exhibition is a superb example of
pluralization, as well as of inscription of archives in society:
not only photographs from State Records, but also private and
community contributions, oral testimonies, and contribution
by

Mervyn

deliberate,

Bishop.
and/or

Was

this

imposed

by

exercise
the

of

pluralization

complexity

of

the

exhibition?

A.: This pluralization was conscious, but took on greater meaning and
importance than we might have imagined. From the beginning, we
did not want the Board to have the sole or final word on the
representation of Aboriginal people. We also wanted to honour
Aboriginal people’s own photo taking and collecting practices.
Originally I was thinking of juxtaposing the Board’s photographs with
the incredible body of work being produced by contemporary
Indigenous photomedia artists in Australia, who often rework official
or personal photo collections to create new works.

But when we began travelling with Mervyn Bishop, who was the first
Indigenous press photographer in Australia in the 1960s, an
important new collection of photographs began to emerge. At first we
saw the photos Merv was taking, as a sideline to his community
consultation work, as simple documentation of the project that might
accompany a future report about the exhibition. Very soon it became
apparent that the photographs had far more important meanings and
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value. The photographs were not a sideline to his work, they were his
work.

Merv’s photographs showed that the people lived on, that they were
still connected to their land, that they had strong responses to
images of their families and communities, and that the display of
personal photographs had an important place in their own homes and
workplaces. Merv’s photographs also documented our journeys across
New South Wales to visit communities on their own land, as well as
the consultation process we had undertaken, and the people who had
given us permission to reproduce family and community images.

Merv Bishop’s photographs add a sense of hope and the future to the
experience of the exhibition.

Q.: I guess this exhibition is looking for new meanings. This
feeling came over me, from other exhibitions by State
Records, but this time photographs actually tell quite a
different story. This is apparent in the section about Dawn
magazine. I think.

A.: Whilst we did not want the Board to be the sole arbiter of
meaning, neither did we want to prescribe our own alternative or
even collective meanings. Although we initially had the intention of
‘telling people’s stories’, we soon found that not everyone wanted
their story told. As one Elder clearly stated about a beautiful studio
portrait of his mother: ‘I don’t want to tell that story. It’s not a good
story. And, anyway, I’ve already told it before and nothing happened’
— nothing changed. Nevertheless, there is something troubling about
the portrait of his mother that works upon the consciousness of the
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viewer. The photograph is almost too good to be true; the viewer
senses this and her ‘story’ is implied without having to be told.

The photographs are not only allowed to speak for themselves within
the exhibition, but seem to insist on speaking for themselves.
Consequently there is very little text to frame the visitor’s experience.
Instead, there are certain visual narrative possibilities which each
visitor can negotiate themselves. They can be led through the
exhibition by the pull of the photographs, rather than textual
signposts.

The Dawn section you mention, juxtaposes photographs in our
collection with the stories they accompanied in the Board’s magazine,
published from 1952 to 1969. Once again, we provide little
commentary, but it’s obvious by the juxtaposition of images with the
magazine stories they illustrated that the Board manipulated these
photographs to support its own policies. Sometimes the disjunction
between what we see in the photograph and what is being claimed in
the text is so strong, that visitors gasp out loud in disbelief.

Q.: Some other exhibitions by State Records have an ironical
point, in my view. This does not happen with In Living
Memory. Perhaps events are too terrible, but perhaps irony is
already apparent, with this new re-reading.

A.: A colleague, Ross Gibson, has said of his experience and approach
to working in the archives: ‘I'm looking to be a medium for the
archive. I want to “seance up” the spirit of the evidence ... I want to
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take instruction from the images, to harness their power as I heed
firstly what they are telling me about my city and secondly what they
can teach about the interpretation of photography’.

I not only take instruction from the records, but also from the wider
culture that once produced and now conserves the records. I like to
set up an electric charge between the two so that they energise each
other. I am not only interested in the archives of themselves; I am
also interested in their historical and contemporary contexts. That is
why the exhibitions I curate move backward and forwards across
time,

in

and

outside

the

archive, honouring

both intellectual

knowledge and popular culture. Sometimes the connection between
the original object and the extrapolation may be too abstracted for
some, as it probably was in the Sydney: Resort of Thieves exhibition.
Perhaps that’s what you read as irony.

Cover of Vital Signs Magazine, N. 2 (April 2002), on the exhibition Sydney: Resort of
Thieves (reproduced with permission of State Records NSW and Susan Charlton)
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But, certainly there is no intentional irony in the In Living Memory
exhibition, beyond the tragic irony that as the State attempted to
dismantle Aboriginal families and culture, it created voluminous
records which are now useful in piecing those families together again.
Q.: In Living Memory is not merely an exhibition. For instance,
it includes a photographic database, in order to search for
people. In this sense, it satisfies a social/political role, not
common in cultural manifestations. Is this a deliberate
approach

by

State

Records

to

encourage

cultural

dissemination?
A.: Before the exhibition, all that we knew about the images came
from personal and official inscriptions on the reverse sides of about
half of the photos; and from links that were made with other
Aborigines

Welfare

Board

records

(often

these

were

wrong).

Important information is now coming from the memories and
experiences of people pictured in the photos or from the confirmation
of their families and communities. All of this valuable detail is going
into the database, to add to the community’s collective knowledge.
Indigenous visitors show a great deal of pride and sense of urgency
as they provide details about people and places to add to the
database.
As more and more archives are digitised, photographic databases like
the one for In Living Memory are something visitors and online
researchers are coming to expect of their cultural institutions. This
kind of search tool would be common in what I would call a social
history exhibition to be found in any Australian museum, library or
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archive. In Living Memory and previous exhibitions held at State
Records Gallery are a little different again, I think, because they are
part social history exhibition, but also part art installation.

Q.: The juxtaposition of the Governor and his retinue on an
official visit to Moree, with his the local Aboriginal people at
the

periphery,

without

relevance,

marginalized,

is

quite

powerful. I guess this was stressed in some way, in the
context of the exhibition.

A.: The town of Moree has an important place in contemporary
Indigenous history, most memorably for the Freedom Ride initiated
by Aboriginal activist Charles Perkins that came to town in 1965 and
challenged the colour bar that segregated the community.

However, there are only a few photographs of Moree in the
Aborigines Welfare Board records, and those that do exist document
a completely different visit — the official 1954 visit of the then
governor of New South Wales, Sir John Northcott. The Board
photographs focus on the movements of the governor and his official
party, and were published in the August 1954 issue of Dawn
magazine. Sir John is at the centre of all the photos, whilst groups of
Aboriginal

children

and

some

adults

appear

attentively,

but

anonymously, on the fringes.

When the exhibition team visited Moree in March 2006, they
imagined the community might by disappointed in the small collection
of photographs representing the town, and the fact that local
Aboriginal people only appear on the periphery of the images.
However, they delighted in identifying all the people they knew and
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remembered at the edge of the official photographs. In 1954 the
photographs were important for documenting the governor; in 2006
they are also important for documenting the community.

But these photos are not new to Moree Aboriginal people. Other
similar

photographs

already

exist

amongst

the

extraordinary

collection of 10 000 photographs, lovingly collected and documented
by Indigenous Librarian Noeline Briggs-Smith. The exhibition team’s
journey to Moree coincided with the launch of the Indigenous Unit
which she manages at the Northern Regional Library. The local
Aboriginal community has entrusted their photographs to the unit for
care

and

preservation;

research

and

publication;

display

and

celebration.

Q.: I did not find too many photographs depicting men’s work.
I wonder if this is merely an accident – perhaps photographs
were not preserved- or, rather, a reflection of historical events
– perhaps domestic service was a priority.

A.: There are fewer images of men in the Board’s records than there
are of women. We have come to sense that there are insidious
reasons for this and sobering consequences. If the Board hoped to
dismantle and erase Aboriginal culture, it would be most interested in
assimilating those who it thought might succeed in the wider society
and go on to forget their original culture.
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Studio portrait of Linda Fernando, 1920s (reproduced with permission of George Rose,
Walgett; and approval of NSW Department of Aboriginal Affairs)

In effect, the Board trained the women to work in white middle-class
homes in the cities and towns, whilst the men were left with few skills
to equip them for anything but basic manual work on the land. As a
consequence geographical and class differences would begin to
separate them from each other. As Peter Read observed way back in
1981: ‘Raised entirely by whites, [the women] would learn to be
ashamed of their colour, race and culture. In service they would
naturally meet and marry white men and perhaps raise their children
without ever mentioning the fact of their Aboriginal descent.’ The
women are photographed more often because they are being
promoted as the success stories of the Board’s policies.
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Though the policies of successive governments aimed to dismantle
Aboriginal culture, Indigenous people have always found ways to
reunite with family and community and to create contemporary links
to their culture. Today the Board's written records and photographs
are valuable for the leads and clues they may provide to help in this
process.

*

The catalogue can be reached at Vital Signs Magazine. No. 9 (September 2006).

URL: http://www.records.nsw.gov.au/staterecords/vital_signs_9_11032.asp
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